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Class A tick evasins are natural chemokine-binding proteins
that block the signaling of multiple chemokines from the CC
subfamily through their cognate receptors, thus suppressing
leukocyte recruitment and inflammation. Development of tick
evasins as chemokine-targeted anti-inflammatory therapeutics
requires an understanding of the factors controlling their
chemokine recognition and selectivity. To investigate the role
of the evasin N-terminal region for chemokine recognition, we
prepared chimeric evasins by interchanging the N-terminal
regions of four class A evasins, including a newly identified
evasin, EVA-RPU02. We show through chemokine binding
analysis of the parental and chimeric evasins that the N-ter-
minal region is critical for chemokine binding affinity and
selectivity. Notably, we found some chimeras were unable to
bind certain cognate chemokine ligands of both parental eva-
sins. Moreover, unlike any natural evasins characterized to
date, some chimeras exhibited specific binding to a single
chemokine. These results indicate that the evasin N terminus
interacts cooperatively with the “body” of the evasin to enable
optimum chemokine recognition. Furthermore, the altered
chemokine selectivity of the chimeras validates the approach of
engineering the N termini of evasins to yield unique chemokine
recognition profiles.

The central hallmark of inflammation is the recruitment of
leukocytes from the bloodstream to the affected tissues. This
process is regulated by chemokines, a family of proteins
expressed in response to tissue injury or infection. Chemo-
kines bind and activate chemokine receptors expressed on the
surface of leukocytes, resulting in leukocyte chemotaxis to the
affected tissues and a variety of downstream responses,
including innate and adaptive immunity and tissue repair
(1, 2).

There are �50 chemokines in humans that are classified as
CCL, CXCL, CX3CL, or XCL (L indicates ligand) based on
the arrangement of the first two of four conserved cysteine
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residues in their sequences (3). Chemokine receptors are G
protein–coupled receptors, classified as CCR, CXCR, CX3CR,
or XCR (R indicates receptor), named according to the
chemokines to which they respond. However, the
chemokine–chemokine receptor network exhibits bidirec-
tional promiscuity, whereby each receptor typically responds
to several chemokines, and each chemokine typically acti-
vates multiple receptors. This complexity is likely to be one
factor contributing to the failure of receptor-specific antag-
onists in clinical trials (4). Thus, it is attractive to consider
alternative approaches for the development of anti-
inflammatories, such as simultaneously suppressing the ac-
tivity of several chemokines or receptors.

The simultaneous inhibition of several chemokines is used
naturally by viruses, helminths, and ticks, which all secrete
armories of molecules, including chemokine-binding proteins,
to subvert the host immune response (5). In particular, ticks
are hematophagous ectoparasites that can remain undetected
by their hosts for several days to weeks. Ticks from several
genera secrete salivary proteins, called evasins (designated by
the prefix ‘EVA’), that each bind to multiple chemokines,
preventing the activation of the cognate chemokine receptors
and suppressing the inflammatory response to the tick bite
during acquisition of a blood meal (6, 7). The earliest-
discovered evasins, EVA-1, EVA-3, and EVA-4, have all
exhibited promising anti-inflammatory activities in murine
models of various inflammatory diseases (8–12). Therapeutic
applications require evasins that selectively bind to the rele-
vant chemokines in specific diseases, while minimizing the off-
target suppression of homeostatic or other beneficial chemo-
kines. Therefore, it is necessary to either discover natural
evasins with the desired selectivity (if they exist) or to engineer
natural evasins to target the relevant subset of chemokines.

Two distinct structural families of evasins are known. Class
A evasins (including EVA-1 and EVA-4) usually contain eight
conserved cysteine residues, which form four intramolecular
disulfide bonds, and bind exclusively to CC chemokines. Class
B evasins (including EVA-3) contain six conserved cysteines,
forming three disulfide bonds, and bind selectively to CXC
chemokines (7). Within each class, each evasin exhibits a
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Evasin-chemokine cooperativity
unique spectrum of chemokine binding selectivity, ranging
from quite high selectivity (�5 chemokine targets) to broad
spectrum activity (>15 chemokine targets) (13–15). Here, we
focus on class A evasins, for which the structural basis of
chemokine recognition is beginning to be understood (16–18).
Structures of EVA-1 bound to CCL3 (18) and EVA-P974
bound to CCL7, CCL17, and a CCL8-CCL7 chimera, sup-
ported by mutational data (16), showed that the specificity of
class A evasins for CC chemokines (rather than other che-
mokine subfamilies) is governed by structurally constrained
backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds. In contrast, binding
preference among CC chemokines is largely controlled by the
interactions of side chains in the flexible N- and C-terminal
regions of the evasin. Thus, modification of the terminal re-
gions may enable engineering of evasins to target chemokines
of interest.

In this study, we found that a new class A evasin, EVA-
RPU02 from Rhipicephallus pulchellus (zebra tick or yellow
back tick), exhibits similar chemokine inhibitory selectivity to
that of EVA-1, despite having substantial sequence differences
from EVA-1. To investigate the influence of the N terminus on
chemokine selectivity, we characterized several chimeric eva-
sins. The results showed that the chemokine binding affinity
and selectivity can be altered by interchanging the N-terminal
regions between the evasins. However, they also provide evi-
dence for cooperativity in chemokine binding between the
evasin N terminus and other structural regions, highlighting
the challenges in rational engineering to target chemokines of
interest.

Results

Expression and purification of EVA-RPU02

In expression trials of several putative evasins identified in
previous bioinformatics searches, we found that EVA-RPU02
(referred to hereafter as EVA-R) was amenable to expression
in HEK293 cells and chromatographic purification. Purified
EVA-R displayed a single, sharp peak by analytical HPLC
(Fig. 1A). However, it eluted as a relatively broad peak corre-
sponding to �40 kDa by analytical size-exclusion chroma-
tography (Figs. 1B and S1) and migrated in the molecular
weight range �40 to 80 kDa by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 1C), which is
substantially higher than the predicted molecular mass of
�15.3 kDa. Treatment with PNGase F led to substantial
reduction of the apparent molecular weight (Fig. 1C).
Although glycan removal was incomplete, as expected (15,
19–21), these results indicated that the expressed protein was
heavily glycosylated, which is consistent with the presence of
up to nine potential N-linked glycosylation sites in the protein
sequence (see below; Fig. 2A).

EVA-R selectively binds and inhibits CC chemokines

We screened the binding of EVA-R to all available human
chemokines (22 CC, 16 CXC, 1 CX3C, and 2 XC) using surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) at a single chemokine concentration
(500 nM; Fig. 1D). As expected for class A evasins, we did not
observe binding of EVA-R to any of the CXC, CX3C, or XC
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chemokines tested. For the six CC chemokines that bound
(CCL3, CCL4, CCL13, CCL14, CCL15, and CCL18), SPR at
multiple concentrations showed that the affinities (Kd values)
ranged from �30 to 650 nM (Fig. 1, E and F and Table 1), with
CCL14 (Kd = 32.4 ± 4.9 nM) and CCL3 (Kd = 55.1 ± 2.5 nM)
exhibiting the highest affinities. Notably, the association and
dissociation rate constants showed substantial differences
among the binding chemokines (Table 1).

We next examined the ability of EVA-R to inhibit the
functions of chemokines in a cell-based receptor-activation
assay. Upon activation by chemokines, chemokine receptors
give rise to inhibition of cyclic AMP (cAMP) synthesis, which
can be detected in CHO cells co-expressing the relevant che-
mokine receptor and a cAMP biosensor. In this assay, the
chemokines CCL3 and CCL4 inhibited cAMP synthesis via
activation of their receptor CCR5. This effect was suppressed
by EVA-R in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 1G).
Consistent with their binding affinities, EVA-R was more
potent for inhibition of CCL3 (IC50 = 300 ± 2 nM) compared
to CCL4 (estimated IC50 �1 μM). Collectively, these data show
that EVA-R, a class A evasin, not only selectively binds to
chemokines but also inhibits their receptor-mediated
functions.
Evasins exhibit common sequence features but unique spectra
of chemokine binding selectivity

We compared the chemokine-binding selectivity of EVA-R
to those of three other well-characterized class A evasins.
EVA-1 has been reported to bind to only three of 24 CC
chemokines tested, whereas EVA-4 and EVA-P974 (referred to
hereafter as EVA-P) have been reported to bind to 17 and 14
CC chemokines, respectively (16, 18, 22). We expressed these
evasins using HEK293 cells, purified them, and verified their
chemokine binding selectivity using SPR (Table 2, Figs. S2, and
S3). Notably, in these experiments, we took advantage of the
biotinylated N-terminal Avi-tag to immobilize the evasin to
the SPR chip in a specific orientation, whereas previous studies
have either used SPR with randomly oriented evasins (9, 13) or
biolayer interferometry (15), which is faster than SPR but
suffers from lower sensitivity (23). Nevertheless, the observed
chemokine binding selectivities and affinities were in good
agreement with those reported previously, with minor varia-
tion possibly due to the details of the biophysical methods used
(9, 13, 15).

To interrogate the features of these evasins that may
contribute to their differences in chemokine selectivity, we
compared their aligned sequences (Fig. 2A). All four evasins
contain the expected eight conserved cysteine and two
conserved glycine residues, which stabilize the evasin struc-
tural core. In addition, they contain 1 to 9 potential N-linked
glycosylation sites, consistent with differences in SDS-PAGE
mobility (Fig. S2), but unlikely to influence chemokine bind-
ing (13, 15, 24). Previous studies have shown that residues
within the N-terminal regions (before the first conserved Cys
residue) of EVA-1 and EVA-P play roles in chemokine binding
(16, 18). The N-terminal regions of all four evasins in the



Figure 1. EVA-R expressed in mammalian cells binds CC chemokines and inhibits their function. A and B, analytical reversed-phase high performance
liquid chromatogram (A) and analytical size-exclusion chromatogram (B) of purified EVA-R. C, Coomassie blue–stained SDS-polyacrylamide gel showing
purified EVA-R before and after PNGase F treatment: lane 1, protein molecular weight markers (labeled in kDa); lane 2, EVA-R after purification by size-
exclusion chromatography; lane 3, purified EVA-R after treatment with PNGase F; lane 4, PNGase F alone. D, representative surface plasmon resonance
sensorgrams showing binding of immobilized EVA-R to six CC chemokines (CCL3, CCL4, CCL13, CCL14, CCL15, and CCL18) but not to other CC or any CXC,
CX3C, or XC chemokines, at 500 nM concentration. E, representative surface plasmon resonance sensorgrams showing binding of immobilized EVA-R to five
different concentrations of the indicated chemokines (31.25, 63.5, 125, 250, and 500 nM). F, binding affinities of EVA-R for CC chemokines, measured by SPR
(mean ± SD from three independent experiments). G, concentration response curves showing the inhibition of chemokines CCL3 and CCL4 by EVA-R.
FlpInCHO cells stably expressing CCR5 and transfected with the cAMP biosensor CAMYEL, were treated with coelenterazine-H (5 μM, 10 min), followed
by forskolin (10 μM, 10 min), followed by CCL3 (60 nM) or CCL4 (80 nM), either alone or pre-incubated with the indicated concentrations of EVA-R. Inhibition
of forskolin-induced cAMP production was detected 10 min after chemokine addition. Data are presented as mean ± SEM from three independent ex-
periments. cAMP, cyclic AMP; SPR, surface plasmon resonance.

Evasin-chemokine cooperativity
present study contain one or two predicted tyrosine sulfation
sites. In the case of EVA-P, sulfation at these sites has been
reported to enhance chemokine binding affinity (21). However,
the N-terminal regions vary considerably in amino acid
composition and length, as well as the separation between the
predicted tyrosine sulfation sites and the first conserved Cys
residue. We therefore postulated that the variations between
the N-terminal regions of these evasins are responsible, in part,
for their distinct chemokine recognition profiles.
Design, production, and stability of evasin chimeras
To test the hypothesis that the N-terminal regions of class A

evasins make substantial contributions to their chemokine
recognition profiles, we prepared a series of chimeric proteins
in which the N-terminal regions were swapped between these
evasins (Fig. 2, B–E). Specifically, we swapped the N-terminal
region of EVA-R with those of EVA-4 (Fig. 2B), EVA-P
(Fig. 2C), and EVA-1 (Fig. 2D) and also swapped the N-ter-
minal regions of EVA-1 and EVA-P (Fig. 2E). Chimeric evasins
J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(10) 102382 3



Figure 2. Design, purification, and thermal stability of class A evasins and chimeras. A, Sequence alignment of EVA-R, EVA-4, EVA-1, and EVA-P,
highlighting features of class A evasins conserved cysteine (red) and glycine (green) residues; putative tyrosine sulfation sites (magenta); potential
N-linked glycosylation sites (cyan); EVA-P residues (and the corresponding residues in other evasins) that form a hydrophobic pocket (boxed); and C-terminal
regions (italics). B–E, top panels, schematic representations of parental and chimeric evasins, indicating the evasins from which the N-terminal region and
body of each chimera was derived. (B–E, bottom left panels) SDS-PAGE of wildtype and chimeric evasins. Mammalian expressed and purified wildtype
evasins and chimeras were subjected to SDS-PAGE under nonreducing conditions and stained with colloidal Coomassie blue. Protein marker (M), EVA-R (R),
EVA-4 (4), EVA-P (P), EVA-1 (1), CHI-4R (4R), CHI-R4 (R4), CHI-PR (PR), CHI-RP (RP), CHI-1R (1R), CHI-R1 (R1), CHI-1P (1P), and CHI-P1 (P1). (B–E, bottom right
panels) Cooperative thermal unfolding curves of parental and chimeric evasins obtained by nano-differential scanning fluorimetry (nano-DSF).

Evasin-chemokine cooperativity
were named using the format CHI-XY, in which X represents
the evasin from which the N-terminal region was derived, and
Y represents the evasin from which the rest of the chimera (the
“body” of the evasin) was derived. For example, CHI-4R con-
sists of the N terminus of EVA-4 and the body of EVA-R. Each
chimeric evasin was expressed and purified from
HEK293 cells. For each chimera, the homogeneity and mo-
lecular weight range indicated by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 2, B–E,
bottom left panels) were similar to that of the parental evasin
from which the body of the chimera was derived. This is
consistent with most of the predicted N-linked glycosylation
sites being located in the body of each evasin (Fig. 2A).

Considering that the N-terminal regions of evasins are likely
to be disordered (in the absence of chemokines), correct
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folding of the chimeric evasins is expected to give rise to
structural stability dominated by the body of the evasin. To
test this, we determined the thermal stability of each chimera
and each wildtype evasin using differential scanning fluorim-
etry (DSF) (Fig. 2, B–E, bottom right panels). The wildtype
evasins exhibited well-defined unfolding profiles in the range
�35 to 90 �C, with midpoints (Tm values) of 79.9 ± 0.1 �C
(EVA-4), 73.1 ± 0.1 �C (EVA-P), 65.4 ± 0.4 �C (EVA-R), and
59.2 ± 0.1 �C (EVA-1), in decreasing order of stability
(Table 3). With the sole exception of CHI-R4, all the chimeric
evasins exhibited very similar unfolding profiles and Tm values
to the wildtype evasin from which the body of the chimera was
derived (Fig. 2, B–E, bottom right panels; Table 3). For
example, CHI-1P (Tm = 73.8 ± 0.1 �C) exhibits similar stability



Table 3
Thermal stability of chimeric evasins

Evasins Tm (�C)

Parental evasin EVA-R 65.4 ± 0.4
Chimeras containing the body of EVA-R CHI-4R 65.5 ± 0.1

CHI-PR 62.9 ± 0.4
CHI-1R 64.1 ± 0.2

Parental evasin EVA-4 79.9 ± 0.1
Chimera containing the body of EVA-4 CHI-R4 70.1 ± 0.2
Parental evasin EVA-P 73.0 ± 0.1
Chimeras containing the body of EVA-P CHI-RP 72.9 ± 0.1

CHI-1P 73.8 ± 0.1
Parental evasin EVA-1 59.2 ± 0.1
Chimeras containing the body of EVA-1 CHI-R1 57.4 ± 0.6

CHI-P1 58.6 ± 0.1

Melting midpoint (Tm) of parental and chimeric evasins obtained from cooperative
thermal unfolding curves. The values are presented as mean ± SD obtained from three
independent experiments (n = 3).

Table 1
EVA-R chemokine binding parameters

Chemokines ka [M-1s-1] kd [s-1] Kd [nM]

CCL3 (8.2 ± 1.9) × 105 (4.6 ± 1.3) × 10−2 55.1 ± 2.5
CCL4 (2.9 ± 0.4) × 105 (8.1 ± 3.9) × 10−2 288 ± 141
CCL13 (2.5 ± 1.7) × 105 (2.3 ± 1.7) × 10−2 84 ± 19
CCL14 (5.8 ± 3.3) × 105 (2.4 ± 1.9) × 10−2 32.4 ± 4.9
CCL15 (1.4 ± 0.3) × 105 (6.9 ± 1.8) × 10−2 503 ± 166
CCL18 (4.9 ± 3.1) × 105 (35 ± 26) × 10−2 651 ± 147

The kinetic parameters, association rate constant (ka) and dissociation rate constant
(kd), and the equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd) of EVA-R to those chemokines
exhibiting binding. The values are presented as mean ± SD obtained from three
independent experiments (n = 3).

Evasin-chemokine cooperativity
to EVA-P (Tm = 73.0 ± 0.1 �C), whereas CHI-P1 (Tm = 58.6 ±
0.1 �C) exhibits similar stability to EVA-1 (Tm = 59.2 ± 0.1 �C)
(Fig. 2E). Although CHI-R4 also had a cooperative unfolding
curve (Fig. 2B), this curve had a smaller slope and substantially
lower midpoint (Tm = 70.1 ± 0.2 �C) compared to EVA-4
(Tm = 79.9 ± 0.1 �C), suggesting that CHI-R4 may be
partially misfolded.

The DSF results establish that seven of the eight chimeras
are correctly folded, enabling us to interpret their chemokine
binding affinities to understand the contributions of the
N-terminal region and the body of each evasin. We therefore
used SPR to screen the binding of each chimera to all available
chemokines. As expected, all the chimeras failed to bind
detectably to CXC, XC, or CX3C chemokines, whereas most of
the chimeras bound to subsets of CC chemokines. We deter-
mined Kd values for binding of each chimeric evasin to each
chemokine (Fig. 3, A–D and Table 4).

Chemokine binding by chimeras of EVA-R and EVA-4

As noted above, EVA-4 displayed a broad spectrum of
chemokine recognition, whereas EVA-R had a relatively nar-
row spectrum of activity. Thus, N-terminal swap chimeras of
these two evasins could provide information about the role of
the N terminus in broad-spectrum versus narrow-spectrum
chemokine recognition. Chimera CHI-R4 did not exhibit
Table 2
Chemokine binding affinities (Kd, nM) of class A evasins (EVA-R, EVA-
4, EVA-P, and EVA-1)

Chemokines

Equilibrium dissociation constants Kd [nM] of WT evasins

EVA-R EVA-4 EVA-P EVA-1

CCL1 - 376 ± 63 15 ± 2 -
CCL2 - 236 ± 132 4.1 ± 1.1 -
CCL3 55.1 ± 2.5 0.2 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.21 ± 0.08
CCL4 288 ± 141 158 ± 47 1.8 ± 0.1 60.7 ± 5.7
CCL5 - 6.1 ± 0.1 - -
CCL7 - 0.8 ± 0.1 4.4 ± 0.3 -
CCL8 - 0.4 ± 0.1 0.03 ± 0.01 -
CCL11 - 20 ± 3 0.3 ± 0.1 -
CCL13 84 ± 19 253 ± 17 0.5 ± 0.1 -
CCL14 32.4 ± 4.9 1.1 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.6 92 ± 10
CCL15 503 ± 166 240 ± 40 299 ± 244 -
CCL16 - 4.1 ± 1.5 0.1 ± 0.1 -
CCL17 - 283 ± 2 23 ± 15 -
CCL18 651 ± 147 0.4 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 192 ± 27
CCL22 - 8.5 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1 -
CCL23 - 7.4 ± 0.1 - -
CCL24 - 55 ± 2 - -

The equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) of four class A evasins for their cognate
chemokines. A hyphen indicates nonmeasurable binding at 500 nM. The values are
presented as mean ± SD obtained from three independent experiments (n = 3).
measurable binding to any CC chemokines, possibly because it
is not correctly folded (see above). Interestingly, CHI-4R
bound to CCL8 with quite high affinity (Kd �60 nM) but did
not bind detectably to any other CC chemokines (at 500 nM
concentration), indicating at least 10-fold selectivity for CCL8
over other CC chemokines (Figs. 3A and 4A). Consistent with
this selective binding, CHI-4R also selectively inhibited CCL8
(but not CCL3 or CCL4) function (Figs. 4B and S4). To our
knowledge, this is the first time an evasin has been engineered
to specifically bind and inhibit a single chemokine. The
selectivity of CHI-4R differs substantially from those of both
the parental evasins, suggesting that it does not result from
simple additivity between the chemokine binding interactions
of the evasin body and N-terminal regions. Instead, chemokine
recognition appears to involve cooperativity between these two
regions of the evasins (see Discussion).

Chemokine binding by chimeras of EVA-R and EVA-P

Considering that EVA-P bound to all the same chemokines
as EVA-R, as well as a number of additional chemokines, we
predicted that the chimeras CHI-PR and CHI-RP would, at a
minimum, bind to the same chemokines as EVA-R. However,
surprisingly we found that the binding spectra of these two
chimeras were distinct from those of the parental evasins.
CHI-PR exhibited selective but very weak binding to CCL18
(Figs. 3B and 4C). Notably this chemokine also bound to both
of the parental evasins (Fig. 3B). CHI-RP recognized three of
the same chemokines as EVA-R (CCL3, CCL4, and CCL13)
and three additional chemokines and did not bind detectably
to CCL14, which is a fairly high-affinity binder to both parental
evasins (Kd � 32 nM to EVA-R and �1.8 nM to EVA-P).
These data further indicate that the N-terminal region and
body of these evasins may work cooperatively to recognize
cognate chemokines.

Chemokine binding by chimeras of EVA-R and EVA-1

EVA-R and EVA-1 have very similar, narrow-spectrum
chemokine recognition profiles. CHI-R1 displayed a similar
chemokine recognition profile to EVA-1, except for loss of
binding to CCL18 (Fig. 3C). This suggests that the body of
EVA-1 may dominate binding to CCL3, CCL4, and CCL14,
J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(10) 102382 5



Figure 3. Chimeric evasins display distinct chemokine binding selectivity profiles. Bar diagrams showing binding affinity (Kd) of CC chemokines to:
A, EVA-R, EVA-4 and their chimeras; B, EVA-R, EVA-P, and their chimeras; C, EVA-R, EVA-1, and their chimeras; and D, EVA-1, EVA-P, and their chimeras. In each
panel, the bar diagrams for the relevant wildtype proteins are repeated for ease of direct comparison to the chimeras. Bars represent mean ± SD of three
independent measurements. The Kd for binding of EVA-P to CCL8 and CCL16 is tighter than the measurable limit (�0.1 nM).

Evasin-chemokine cooperativity
whereas binding to CCL18 requires some element(s) of the
EVA-1 N-terminal region. In contrast, CHI-1R exhibited ab-
solute selectivity to CCL14 (Kd � 60 nM) over all other che-
mokines (Kd > 500 nM) (Figs. 3C and 4D). This is similar to
the above observation that CHI-4R exhibited absolute speci-
ficity for CCL8, again supporting a role for cooperative
chemokine-binding interactions by the body and N-terminal
region of this chimeric evasin.
6 J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(10) 102382
Chemokine binding by chimeras of EVA-P and EVA-1
Finally, considering that the equivalent regions of EVA-1

and EVA-R did not functionally compensate for each other
in chimeras of these two evasins, we postulated that
substituting regions of these two evasins into EVA-P would
affect chemokine recognition differently. In support of this
hypothesis, we found that the chemokine recognition spec-
trum of CHI-P1 (Fig. 3D) differed substantially from that of



Table 4
Chemokine binding affinities (Kd, nM) of chimeric evasins

Kd (nM) of chimeric evasins

Chemokine CHI-4R CHI-PR CHI-RP CHI-1R CHI-R1 CHI-P1 CHI-1P

CCL1 - - - - - - 191 ± 104
CCL2 - - 244 ± 12 - - - 134 ± 39
CCL3 - - 203 ± 15 - 0.5 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.3 37 ± 1
CCL4 - - 207 ± 67 - 65 ± 3 78 ± 18 174 ± 35
CCL7 - - - - - - 250 ± 90
CCL8 64 ± 35 - 2.8 ± 0.2 - - - 1.6 ± 0.2
CCL11 - - 40 ± 3 - - - 15 ± 8
CCL13 - - 313 ± 99 - - - 49 ± 5
CCL14 - - - 60 ± 14 134 ± 15 79 ± 5 149 ± 110
CCL16 - - - - - - 182 ± 28
CCL18 - 315 ± 171 - - - - 206 ± 147
CCL22 - - - - - - 25 ± 6

Values shown are the mean ± SD obtained from three independent experiments. A hyphen indicates no measurable binding at 500 nM concentration.

Evasin-chemokine cooperativity
CHI-PR (Fig. 3B). This comparison supports an important role
for the evasin body in defining chemokine selectivity. The final
chimera CHI-1P exhibited the broadest chemokine recogni-
tion profile of all the chimeras tested, binding to most of the
same chemokines as EVA-P, but with reduced affinity
(Fig. 3D).

Discussion

Tick evasins are natural chemokine binders that inhibit
receptor signaling and have the potential to be modified for
use as clinical anti-inflammatory agents. However, in order to
appropriately engineer these tick-derived biomolecules, we
need an improved understanding of the factors that influence
the affinity and selectivity of evasins for target chemokines. In
the current study, we characterized the evasin EVA-R for the
first time and analyzed chimeras between EVA-R and three
other evasins (EVA-1, EVA-4, and EVA-P) to investigate the
role of the evasin N-terminal region in chemokine recognition.
Although the results support a key role for the evasin N ter-
minus, they also show that the N terminus works cooperatively
Figure 4. Chimeric evasins selectively bind and inhibit chemokine func
showing the selective binding of immobilized chimeric evasins to chemokines (
PR (C) bound selectively to CCL18; and CHI-1R (D) bound selectively to CCL14
but not of CCL3 and CCL4, by CHI-4R; experimental details are the same as fo
with the body of the evasin to achieve chemokine binding
selectivity.
Role of the evasin N-terminal region in chemokine recognition

The current data clearly demonstrate that the N-terminal
sequence has a major influence on the chemokine selectivity
of class A evasins. For example, replacing the N terminus of
EVA-P with that of EVA-R yielded a chimera that bound to
only 6 of the 14 chemokine ligands of EVA-P (CHI-RP,
Fig. 3B). The importance of the N terminus is consistent with
several previous reports. Bonvin et al. (22) showed that two
residues in the N-terminal region of EVA-4 (Glu16 and
Tyr19) were critical for binding to CCL5. Eaton et al. (20)
showed that replacing the N terminus and the first β-sheet of
EVA-1 with those of EVA-P972 caused a substantial change in
chemokine selectivity. More recently, we have shown that
truncations and point mutations in the N-terminal region of
EVA-P alter the chemokine selectivity profile of this evasin
(16).
tion. A, C, and D, representative surface plasmon resonance sensorgrams
31.25, 63.5, 125, 250, and 500 nM); CHI-4R (A) bound selectively to CCL8; CHI-
. B, concentration response curves showing the selective inhibition of CCL8,
r Figure 1G.
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Importance of other evasin elements

While our results support the importance of the evasin
N-terminal region, they also indicate that the N-terminal re-
gion alone is not sufficient to define the chemokine selectivity
of each evasin, indicating that other regions of the structure
contribute to binding affinity and selectivity. For example,
EVA-4 and CHI-4R, which have the same N-terminal region,
exhibited starkly different selectivity profiles (Fig. 3A). Simi-
larly, EVA-R bound to CCL13 with similar or higher affinity
compared to CCL3 and CCL4, whereas CHI-R1, which has the
same N-terminal region as EVA-R, failed to bind to CCL13 but
retained binding to CCL3 and CCL4 (Fig. 3C).

Until recently, only a single structure of an evasin:chemo-
kine complex had been reported, the structure of EVA-1
bound to CCL3 (18). However, we have recently described
the structures of EVA-P bound to each of two wildtype che-
mokines (CCL7 and CCL17) and a chimeric chemokine (in
which the N-terminal and N-loop regions of CCL7 were
replaced by those of CCL8), as well as the structure of an EVA-
P mutant (F31A) bound to CCL2 (16). These structures clearly
support the key role of the evasin N-terminal region but also
indicate two other regions that contribute to selective recog-
nition of different chemokines. First, several noncontiguous
residues from the first two β-sheets form a hydrophobic pocket
that binds to the first residue of the chemokine N-loop, a
conserved large hydrophobic amino acid. The residues form-
ing this hydrophobic pocket differ among the four evasins
studied here (boxes in Fig. 2A), potentially contributing to
their chemokine binding selectivity. Second, the C-terminal
tail of the evasin is in close proximity to the N-terminal tail of
the chemokine. In most structures, these regions are largely
disordered, and the resolved residues show minimal direct
contacts. However, the structure of EVA-P bound to the
CCL8-CCL7 chimera displays a more extensive and ordered
interaction surface involving the N-terminal regions of CCL8
(16). C-terminal truncation mutants provided clear evidence
that the EVA-P C-terminal residues contribute to high affinity
binding of (and extremely slow dissociation from) CCL8. The
C-terminal regions of the four evasins analyzed in the current
study differ substantially both in their lengths and amino acid
sequences (italics in Fig. 2A), suggesting that the interactions
of these regions with the chemokine N termini may influence
the chemokine binding affinities and selectivities of these
evasins.
Figure 5. Possible structural basis of chemokine binding cooperativity
displayed by the evasin N-terminal region and body. (main image)
Structure (PDB code: 7S58) of EVA-P (light blue and cyan ribbons; hydro-
phobic surface in green) bound to CCL7 (gray ribbons; N-loop surface in
brown). Key residues in the EVA-P N terminus for binding to the CCL7 N-
loop surface are shown as cyan sticks. CCL7 residue Tyr13, which interacts
with the hydrophobic surface of EVA-P is shown as brown sticks. (expanded
region) Residues in the EVA-P N-terminal region (cyan sticks) form intra-
molecular interactions (hydrogen bond and van der Waals interactions) to a
hairpin turn connected to the hydrophobic surface of EVA-P, suggesting
that interactions of the EVA-P N-terminal region and hydrophobic surface
may be coupled to each other.
Cooperativity between structural elements

Whereas the current results provide evidence that the
N-terminal and other regions of the evasins are involved in
chemokine recognition, they also suggest that the interactions
of these different elements are cooperative rather than simply
additive. Perhaps the best evidence for cooperativity comes
from the chimera CHI-4R. This chimera is formed from seg-
ments of EVA-4 and EVA-R. Both of these parental evasins
bind to the chemokines CCL3, CCL4, CCL13, CCL14, and
CCL18. The chimera CHI-4R is well-folded and capable of
chemokine binding (to CCL8; Fig. 3A). However, it does not
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bind detectably to any of the five chemokines that bind to both
parental evasins (Fig. 3A). Thus, binding to these chemokines
is supported by the N-terminal region of EVA-4 in the context
of the body of EVA-4 or by the N-terminal region of EVA-R in
the context of the body of EVA-R, but it is not supported by
the N-terminal region of EVA-4 in the context of the body of
EVA-R. This clearly indicates that the different structural re-
gions of the evasin recognize the chemokines in a cooperative
manner.

Although we had not anticipated that the different regions
of the evasins would exhibit such clear cooperativity, we can
rationalize this observation based on the recent structure of
EVA-P bound to CCL7 (Fig. 5) (16). The structure showed that
the chemokine N-loop interacts with both the body and the
flexible N terminus of the evasin. Moreover, point mutations
verified that these interactions contribute to the binding en-
ergy. Specifically, the first residue of the chemokine N-loop
(Tyr13 in CCL7) interacts with a hydrophobic pocket in the
body of the evasin (green surface in Fig. 5), and several che-
mokine N-loop residues, together with residues in the third
β-strand, form a well-defined surface (brown surface in Fig. 5)
that interacts with evasin N-terminal residues Tyr12 and
Thr16. However, the structure also revealed well-defined,
direct intramolecular interactions (a hydrogen bond and
several van der Waals interactions) between the N-terminal
region and the body of EVA-P (Fig. 5, expanded region). These
interactions appear to position the N-terminal region opti-
mally to bind to the chemokine N-loop. Thus, exchange of the
N terminus between the bodies of two different evasins may
disrupt these intramolecular interactions, altering the ability of
the N-terminal region to interact optimally with the chemo-
kine and providing a structural rationale for the observed
cooperativity between the evasin body and N-terminal region.
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Multiple class A evasins from R. pulchellus

EVA-R is the third class A evasin from the tick R. pulchellus
whose chemokine binding has been characterized (15, 19, 20,
25–27). We found that EVA-R bound to only six human CC
chemokines, whereas other R. pulchellus evasins (EVA-P467
and EVA-P672) have been reported to bind up to 14 human
CC chemokines, depending on the position of an affinity tag
(15, 20). Curiously, the human chemokines recognized by
EVA-R are a subset of those recognized by these other two
evasins, which bind to similar sets of chemokines. This raises
the question of whether there is some advantage to the tick of
producing all three evasins. On the other hand, analysis of
transcriptome databases identifies another 17 putative class A
evasins (yet to be validated) from R. pulchellus, and it seems
likely that some of these evasins bind to different groups of CC
chemokines. Interestingly, R. pulchellus, which is endemic to
parts of Africa, parasitizes a wide variety of species, including
cattle, horses, zebras, rhinoceros, elephants, giraffes, baboons,
and humans, as well as some birds (28–30), and can transmit
viral and bacterial pathogens. It is tempting to speculate that
by producing a cocktail of salivary evasins that inhibit
numerous chemokines, R. pulchellus enhances both its survival
on a particular host and its transmission between different
host species.

Concluding remarks

Based on an emerging structural understanding of chemo-
kine recognition by class A evasins and comparison of evasin
sequences, we anticipated that swapping the flexible N-ter-
minal region between different evasins would yield variants
with altered selectivity for target chemokines. Our results
verify this prediction but show that the selectivity does not
change in an easily predictable manner. In particular, as a
consequence of cooperativity between the chemokine in-
teractions of the N-terminal region and other regions of the
evasins, swapping the N-terminal regions can give rise to
chimeras with novel chemokine selectivity profiles, including,
fortuitously, high selectivity for a single chemokine. Thus,
while it will be difficult to rationally design evasin variants with
desired chemokine selectivity, our results suggest that an
efficient approach to discovering such variants may be the
screening of combinatorial libraries of evasin chimeras.

Experimental procedures

Protein expression and purification

All parental and chimeric evasins were expressed in
Expi293F suspension cells (Thermo Fischer Scientific). The
genes encoding parental and chimeric evasins, containing a
His6-tag, an Avi-tag (LNDIFEAQKIEWHE) and a (G4S)3 linker
on the N terminus, were cloned into the pSecTag2a expression
vector using restriction enzymes SfiI and XhoI (New England
Biolabs) and transfected into the cells using polyethylenimine
(PEI) (Polysciences Inc.). Briefly, Expi 293F cells were grown to
a density of 2 × 106 cells/ml in 90 ml of Expi293 Expression
Medium (Thermo Fischer Scientific). For transfection, 100 μg
DNA and 400 μg PEI were mixed with 9.5 ml of PBS, vortexed
briefly, incubated for 20 min at 25 �C, and added dropwise to
the cell suspension with gentle swirling. The cells were then
grown in a shaking incubator at 125 rpm, 37 �C and 5% CO2

for 85 to 90 h. The cell suspension was centrifuged at 4300 x g
for 15 min, and the culture media containing the secreted
protein were collected and purified using subsequent chro-
matographic procedures. The culture media were loaded onto
a 5 ml HisTrap FF column equilibrated with 20 mM Tris,
500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, pH 8.0. The column was washed
with the same buffer containing 20 mM imidazole, and the
bound His6-fusion protein was eluted with the same buffer
containing 250 mM imidazole. The eluted proteins were
concentrated to 1 ml using an Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal
filter (Merck) and purified by size-exclusion chromatography,
using Superdex 75 Increase 10/300 Gl column (Cytiva) with
buffer containing 10 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol,
pH 7.4, and a flow rate of 0.7 ml/min. The fractions containing
the eluted proteins were pooled and used immediately or flash
frozen and stored at −80 �C for further use.

Quality control analysis of the purified proteins

The purity and homogeneity of parental evasins and chi-
meras were analyzed by reversed-phase high-performance
liquid chromatography, analytical size-exclusion chromatog-
raphy, and SDS-PAGE. For reversed-phase high-performance
liquid chromatography, 10 μl of purified protein was loaded
onto a C4 column equilibrated with water with 0.1% tri-
fluoroacetic acid. The protein was then eluted with gradient
flow (1% increment per minute) of acetonitrile with 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid. For analytical size-exclusion chromatog-
raphy, 10 μl of purified protein was loaded onto a Yarra SEC-
2000 300 × 4.6 mm LC column (Phenomenex) and eluted with
0.1 M phosphate saline buffer, pH 6.8, at a flow rate of 0.35 ml/
min. The calibration curve was prepared by running protein
standards under the same condition. In all cases, the proteins
were monitored by observing the absorbance at 280 nm. SDS-
PAGE was performed under nonreducing conditions and the
gels stained with colloidal Coomassie blue for protein
visualization.

Deglycosylation of purified evasin

Mammalian expressed and purified EVA-R was deglycosy-
lated using PNGase F (New England Biolabs) under denaturing
conditions. 10 μg of EVA-R was mixed with 10× glycoprotein
denaturing buffer and denatured by heating the mixture at 100
�C for 10 min. The denatured protein was then chilled and
mixed with 10× GlycoBuffer 2, nonyl phenoxypolyethox-
ylethanol (NP-40), and PNGase F. The reaction mixture was
incubated at 37 �C for 1 h. The deglycosylated protein was
assessed by SDS-PAGE and visualized by staining with
colloidal Coomassie blue.

Thermal unfolding using nano-DSF

The thermal unfolding of parental and chimeric evasins was
performed using nano-DSF (Prometheus NT.48, Nano
Temper Technologies). Capillaries were filled with 15 μl of
J. Biol. Chem. (2022) 298(10) 102382 9
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protein sample and exposed to an increasing temperature
gradient from 25 �C to 95 �C at a ramp of 1 �C/min. The
intrinsic fluorescence was monitored in real time, with an
excitation wavelength of 280 nm and emission wavelengths of
330 nm and 350 nm. The ratio of fluorescence emission in-
tensities at 350 nm to 330 nm was normalized and fitted in
GraphPad Prism using a sigmoidal function to yield the
melting point (Tm). Data shown and Tm values represent the
average of three independent replicates.

Site-specific biotinylation of Avi-tagged proteins

Purified parental and chimeric evasins were buffer
exchanged to 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0). Site-specific biotinylation
of the Avi-tag was performed by incubating evasins with
500 μM D-biotin, 100 mM magnesium acetate, and 100 mM
ATP in the presence of 2.5 μg Bir-A ligase (produced in-house)
at 37 �C for 1 h in buffer containing 500 mM Bicine, pH 8.3.
Biotinylated proteins were further purified from the mixture
by size-exclusion chromatography as described above. The
fractions containing the biotinylated proteins were pooled for
chemokine binding analysis.

Chemokine binding analysis by SPR

Some chemokines (CCL2, CCL7, CCL8, CCL11, CCL16,
CCL17, and CCL18) were produced in-house, as described
(16), with quality verified using HPLC and MS, whereas others
were purchased from PeproTech. The chemokine binding
analysis of evasins was performed by SPR using a Biacore T100
instrument (GE Healthcare), Biotin CAPture kit Series S
(Cytiva), and running buffer containing 10 mM Hepes, 500 nM
NaCl, 0.002% Tween 20, 3 mM EDTA, 1 mg/ml carbox-
ymethyl dextran, pH 7.5. Briefly, a sensor chip was coated with
Biotin CAPture reagent (2 μl/min,120 s). Biotinylated evasins
(0.1–0.2 μM) in running buffer were immobilized at a flow rate
of 10 μl/min to achieve an increase of 100 to 150 response
units (RU). For the initial binding screening, 500 nM of each
available chemokine (either produced in-house or purchased
from PeproTech) in the running buffer was flowed through the
evasin-immobilized sensor chip at a flow rate of 30 μl/min for
240 s, followed by 600 s of buffer alone to allow dissociation.
For binding kinetics and affinities, the chemokines that
exhibited binding on initial screening were then flowed
through an evasin-immobilized sensor chip at five increasing
concentrations (31.25, 63.5, 125, 250, and 500 nM). The as-
sociation rate constants, dissociation rate constants, and
binding affinities were determined by fitting the obtained
sensorgrams with 1:1 binding kinetics using Biacore T100
Evaluation Software. Each experiment was repeated three
times independently.

cAMP inhibition assay

Functional inhibition of chemokine-mediated receptor
signaling by evasins was carried out using cAMP-based
bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) biosensor
assay (31). Briefly, FlpInCHO cells stably expressing
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chemokine receptor CCR5 were cultured in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle Medium, supplemented with 5% fetal bovine
serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin, overnight, at 37 �C, in a
humidified incubator maintained with 5% CO2. For transient
transfection, 5 μg of plasmid containing CAMYEL biosensor
was mixed with 500 μl of PBS and vortexed thoroughly. PEI
(30 μg) was added, and the mixture was vortexed and incu-
bated for 20 min at 25 �C, then added dropwise into a 10-cm
culture dish containing four million adherent cells (32). After
24 h incubation, the transfected cells were detached using
PBS-EDTA solution and transferred to a 96-well culture plate
(50,000 cells/well), then further incubated for 18 h. Cells were
then washed twice and equilibrated with Hank’s Balanced Salt
Solution (Gibco) for 10 min at 37 �C, incubated with 5 μM
Coelenterazine-H (Nanolight Technology) for 10 min. To
obtain chemokine concentration–response curves, cells were
activated by different concentrations of either CCL3, CCL4 or
CCL8 for 10 min, followed by the addition of 10 μM forskolin
(Sigma Aldrich). After a further 10 min, the dual luminescence
emissions by RLuc and YFP were measured at a wavelength
range of 445 to 505 nm and 505 to 565 nm, respectively, using
a BRET one plus module in a PHERAstar FS plate reader
(BMG Labtech). BRET ratio was obtained by calculating the
ratio of YFP to RLuc emissions. Based on the concentration–
response evaluation, cells were then treated with CCL3
(60 nM) or CCL4 (80 nM) or CCL8 (40 nM) either alone or
preincubated with different concentrations of evasins, and the
BRET ratio was measured as described above. The change in
BRET ratio is expressed as a percentage of forskolin-induced
cAMP inhibition of the chemokine in the absence of evasin.

Data availability

Experimental raw data are available to be shared upon
request to the corresponding authors.
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